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Document Overview
GRIN-Global has three types of reports. This document aggregates/references the documentation for all
three report types, and overlaps with documentation in other guides such as the Curator Tool User
Guide, the Admin Tool Guide, and “Frequently Asked Questions.” Click on the report type or Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQs) to go directly to the respective section:
•
•
•
•

Curator Tool
Public Website
SQL Queries
Report Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Comments/Suggestions

Please contact Marty Reisinger at either marty.reisinger@ars.usda.gov or mar@rrginc.com with any
suggestions or questions related to this document. The Appendix contains revision notes pertaining to
this document.

Complete documentation on many aspects of GRIN-Global is available online at the GRIN-Global
website’s documentation page: https://www.grin-global.org/userdocs.htm. Recommended:
bookmark this page; avoid printing – GG documents are under an ongoing revision process.
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Curator Tool Reports
When the GRIN-Global Curator Tool is installed on a user’s PC, a collection of Curator Tool report files is
also installed. These files were created by developers using a tool called Crystal Reports; the extension
for the files is .rpt. (Example: Order-Packing by Accession.rpt.)
The reports cannot be modified by the CT user, but within the CT they are supplied with certain values
such as date ranges to filter records accordingly.

Steps in Using Curator Tool Reports

In order for the CT to be able to use reports designed for it, several steps must be completed:
1. The .rpt files must be installed on the user’s PC in a specific folder (below)
2. The reports must be “mapped” (For details, see Mapping)
3. The AppSettings.txt file is a file that may need editing in order to coordinate the CT with the
.rpt files (See AppSettings)

Installing the CT Reports

Before using the reports, several steps must be completed to install the report files on the PC running
the Curator Tool.
The detailed instructions are online at
https://www.grin-global.org/docs/gg_installing_ct_report_files.docx The following pages summarize
that information.
A Curator Tool .rpt report is designed to work with one or more dataviews. Therefore, before running a
report, you must have the respective dataview opened. The information below highlights some
additional factors to understand about the Curator Tool reports.
In the U.S. NPGS, someone with an elevated privileges account will need to be involved in
setting up a user’s PC with the Curator Tool. In most NPGS locations, this may be a designated
person or an IT support person will need to be involved to complete the report file installation.
Organizations that do not use Microsoft’s Enterprise Active Directory service most likely do not
require someone with special elevated privileges to complete the Curator Tool installation
process, but they may have other rules about installing files on user PCs.

Location of the .rpt and .txt Files Needed for the CT Reports

The .rpt files must be stored in a specific folder on the Curator Tool user’s PC in order for the CT to use
them. Also, two.txt files on the user’s PC, ReportsMapping.txt and AppSettings.txt, may require
editing in order that the .rpt files work properly.
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Storing the .rpt. Files on Your PC

The .rpt files to be used by Curator Tool must be stored in the following folder before starting up the CT:
Operating System

Folder Containing the ReportsMapping.txt File

Windows 7.1; 8; 8.1,10

C:\Program Files\GRIN-Global\GRIN-Global Curator Tool\Reports

CT Reports Work with Specific Dataviews (Mapping the Reports)
ReportsMapping.txt

A text file, “ReportsMapping.txt,” controls the mapping of the report files to the CT dataviews. The
ReportsMapping.txt file is stored in a Windows folder (directory):
Operating System

Folder Containing the ReportsMapping.txt File*

Windows 7.1; 8; 8.1; 10

C:\Users\yourusername\AppData\Roaming\GRIN-Global\Curator Tool

* yourusername is shown here – substitute with the valid name relevant to your computer
ReportsMapping.txt File (Example)
The statements in the ReportsMapping.txt file indicate the relationship of the .rpt file to the dataview.
In the example below, the 3x3_Jar_Label.rpt file works with the get_inventory Dataview Name. (The
GRIN-Global naming convention has been for the English CT dataview names to begin with “Get,” such
as “Get Inventory.” This is the user friendly name. Internally the database name for this dataview is
“get_inventory.”)
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In the following example, five inventory reports are displayed under the Reports… option when the
Inventory dataview is the active dataview (the menu was invoked with a right-click action by the user):

Editing the ReportsMapping.txt

The ReportsMapping.txt file can be manually edited to relate a .rpt file with a dataview. For example,
the Packet Label .rpt bundled with CT v…41 can be displayed via the Order Wizard because of the
following statement in the ReportsMapping.txt file:
3x3_Packet_Label.rpt = order_wizard_get_packet_label; order_wizard_get_order_request_item

The above statement relates the 3x3_Packet_Label.rpt to two dataviews. To add an additional dataview,
the ReportsMapping.txt file would need to be edited to the following:
3x3_Packet_Label.rpt = order_wizard_get_packet_label; order_wizard_get_order_request_item;
get_order_request_item (red & bold added for emphasis – note the additional semicolon)

Sample ReportsMapping.txt File
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Reports Dataviews

As mentioned, a report is designed to work with a specific dataview. In the CT, these report dataviews
have been aggregated under the Reports Category. In this example, the user intends to use a specific
Packing/Picking report for her orders, so the first step is to open that dataview in the CT. She selected
Reports for the Category, and then Order for the Area:

The CT is designed so that when a dataview has corresponding reports, right-clicking to invoke the
context menu will display the Reports… option. In this example, six reports have been mapped to the
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The illustrations shows one cell highlighted in red. There is no significance to that particular cell;
after selecting all of the records, the user randomly right-clicked in the blue datagrid area and
the context menus displayed.

AppSettings.txt

In addition to the CT Order Wizard Printing dropdown, the AppSettings.txt file is also used to
control certain CT user settings such as customized treeview names, virtual node definitions,
and a few miscellaneous application setting definitions.
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If the Reports are not Listed in the Order Wizard Printing Dropdown
Edit the file: ReportsMapping.txt

Go to: C:\Users\username\AppData\Roaming\GRIN-Global\Curator Tool
Operating System

Folder Containing the ReportsMapping.txt File*

Windows 7.1; 8; 8.1; 10

C:\Users\yourusername\AppData\Roaming\GRIN-Global\Curator Tool

* yourusername is shown here – substitute with the valid name relevant to your computer

Generally, near the bottom of the .txt file, there is a line that begins with a # symbol – that line is a
comment. The text should be similar to the following. The reports to be listed in the Order Wizard
Printing dropdown need to be indicated, as shown below:
# Order Wizard Crystal Reports...
OrderWizardCrystalReports = 3x3_Packet_Label.rpt; Order-Packing by Accession.rpt; Order-Packing by
Accession Number.rpt; Order-Packing by Disclaimers.rpt; Order-Packing General with Origin.rpt; OrderPacking General.rpt; Order-Packing NSGC.rpt; Order-Picking.rpt

_________

Create Local Report Tables Feature (v1.9.9.8)

When the Create Local Report Tables option is selected, a copy of the records in the active
dataview is saved to a database on your PC:
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This screen was produced using SQL Server Management Studio. These sample data tables are
now ready to be used by a tool such as Crystal Reports. The CT does not make reports directly.
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Public Website Reports
Public Website Reports Menu Option

The Public Website (PW) Reports menu option displays a dropdown of reports. What is listed in the
dropdown depends on the user account. Genebank staff users who are logged in and who have had
their CT account connected to their PW account will have access to “internal” reports. Typically, only a
genebank’s staff will have access to these internal reports.

Internal Reports
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[This note is for GG administrators.] In the Admin Tool, the dataviews for Web Reports have a
“Configuration Options” parameter on the Properties tab. The text “external” indicates that this
is a report that will be listed for all PW users. If “external” isn’t specified, the report may be
listed for users who are considered “internal.” In order to see these internal reports, the user
must be logged in with a Public Website account that has been associated to his CT user account
(via the Web Login tab on the user’s cooperator Information window).

SQL Queries (“Reports”)
This feature is only available to internal users, that is, users who have had their Curator Tool
account connected with their Public Website account. Only the GG DBA can connect these
accounts, via the Admin Tool.
When a user has access to the Web Query feature on the Public Website, the user may submit SQL
queries that do not update data.
It is recommended that organizations consider creating a library of these SQL queries for users to share.
The U.S. NPGS has a an introductory guide to writing SQL and a sample library online at
http://www.grin-global.org/sql_examples.htm

Overview: SQL and the Public Website

(for GG administrators) The organization’s GRIN-Global administrator is the only person with
the authority to connect the two accounts (via the GG Admin Tool). Generally, users do not see
the Tools menu option, but an organization’s GG administrator can enable specific internal
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users to have access to Tools, which includes the SQL query feature. (The administrator adds
the user to the Web Query Users group.)

Report Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Question
I do not see any reports/packing lists listed in the Order Wizard Printing dropdown. What do I
need to do to see them?
Answer

Refer to the Reports Displayed in Dropdowns section in the CT User Guide for a full explanation. In
short, most likely you need to edit a .txt file on your PC. The complete pathname/filename is :
C:\Users\yourusername\AppData\Roaming\GRIN-Global\Curator Tool\AppSettings.txt

A line similar to the following must be included in the text file:
(if there is already a line there with a leading "#" - remove the # symbol (which comments the
line) and you should be set)
# Order Wizard Crystal Reports...
OrderWizardCrystalReports = 3x3_Packet_Label.rpt; Order-Packing by Accession.rpt; Order-Packing by Accession
Number.rpt; Order-Packing by Disclaimers.rpt; Order-Packing General with Origin.rpt; Order-Packing General.rpt;
Order-Packing NSGC.rpt; Order-Picking.rpt After you edit and save the .txt file, you need to close/restart the

Curator Tool.
Return to TOC
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Question
When I install the Curator Tool, Crystal Reports (CR) is also installed. Does that mean I can use
CR Crystal Reports to design my own reports?
Answer

Not really, The CR version bundled with the Curator Tool is a viewer version, similar to Adobe Acrobat
Reader. In Reader, you can only display a PDF, but you cannot create a new one. The same is true with
Crystal Reports in the CT – CR is there to view the reports. However, your site or organization could
purchase a developer copy of Crystal Reports and write new reports which then can be distributed and
made accessible to the CT users.
Return to TOC
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Appendix A: Document Revision Notes
– November 29, 2021
•

updated PW images and minor text revision regarding internal reports

– May 18, 2021
•

updated link to the Reports Installation Guide text and illustrations

– October 26, 2020
•

added notes regarding the new Create Local Reports Table feature added in 1.9.9.8Elaborated
section on report mapping with additional text and illustrations

– June 4, 2019
•

Elaborated section on report mapping with additional text and illustrations
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